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Oral Health is Important to Overall Health

Yet tens of millions of 

Americans can’t get the 

dental care they need.
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1. Analyze complex legal and policy issues to 

develop winnable policy alternatives

2. Build and maintain strong broad-based 

coalition and stakeholder alliances

3. Design and implement communications 

strategies

4. Build an active grassroots network

5. Develop and implement campaigns

6. Generate resources

Capacities Needed for Effective Consumer 

Advocacy
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Building Diverse Coalitions
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CIVIC

Elected and appointed 
officials, leaders and public 
and private entities, 
philanthropic and academic  
institutions, trade groups, 
professional clubs, social 
groups, nonprofit partners, 
block clubs

COMMUNITY

Parents, students, family 
members, caretakers, tribal  
elders, residents,  formal 
and informal leaders and 
grassroots advocates, 
"neighborhood mothers and 
fathers" and  "values' 
shapers"  (barber, neighbor, 
etc.)

CONGREGATIONS

FAITH-BASED and places of 
spiritual affirmation, 
gathering and healing

Members,  leaders,  
interfaith  and ecumenical 
partners, ministries, 
missions, (e.g., settlement 
houses/service sites) 

CORPORATE

Businesses and 
businesspersons,  financial  
institutions, chambers of 
commerce,   associations 
(small and large-scale - from 
banks to bodegas)  and 
entrepreneurs, investors



Pyramid of Engagement
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Leadership

Commitment

Participation

Interest

Awareness



Grassroots Organizing:  Building Leadership

Comprehensive National Health Care Reform, March 23, 2010





Major Milestones

• On August 7, 2015, the Commission on Dental 

Accreditation (CODA) voted to implement the 

adopted national dental therapy standards. 

• In January 2016  dental therapists began 

working in Swinomish Tribal Community

• In February 2016, Oregon approved Northwest 

Portland Area Indian Health Board pilot

• The Vermont DT bill passed the Senate floor in 

April 2015; this progress will be carried into the 

2016 session where they will work on the House 

side.

Building Momentum for Change
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Increasing Attention

• The Seattle Times authored an endorsement of dental therapy and increased 

Medicaid reimbursement rates as important solutions to improve access to care. 

• “Task shifting matters because it brings good things like health care and education to 

people who otherwise wouldn’t get them at all... Another example is dental 

therapists.” - The New York Times, Dec. 2014

• “It would be wise for the Legislature to work with all parties to approve a pilot 

program... to see if dental therapists make a difference in rural oral health care.” -

Endorsement from The Albuquerque Journal, Dec. 2015

• “Licensing dental therapists and creating a path for their training makes sense in New 

Mexico... [dental care is] a problem of both access and affordability.” - Endorsement 

from the Santa Fe New Mexican, Feb. 2015

• “One potential solution is the license less-qualified ‘dental therapists’ to carry out 

some basic services, such as filling cavities, that currently only dentists perform.” –

Endorsement from The Washington Post, Jul. 2014
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Building Momentum for Change

http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/editorials/expand-coverage-with-dental-therapists-and-medicaid-reimbursements/


Policy Development:  CODA Adoption and Implementation of 

Standards

Current Impact on Work:

•Rather than engaging in debate about the education of dental 

therapists, the decision allows state partners to defer to standards 

allowed by industry's accrediting body

•Minimizes impact of opposition’s false messages around 

training/safety

•Reduces role of dental board in oversight of new providers

Future Impact on Work:

• Allows for updates of legislation to define providers as graduates of 

CODA-accredited program

•Update messaging

o Highlight that training programs will be accredited by organized 

dentistry’s accrediting body

o Use accreditations standards as evidence of quality training programs 

and to push back against opposition attacks on safety & training

Policy Development
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Policy Development:  VT bill amendments  regarding name of provider and 

preceptorship length pave way for Senate passage:

The Vermont dental therapy bill was amended to change the provider name to “dental 

therapist” (from Licensed Dental Practitioner), and to extend the preceptorship length. These 

amendments contributed to their passing multiple committees and the state Senate.

Policy Development
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Vermont coalition members in the state capitol building
March 2015



Coalition Development:  Adding Unlikely 

Conservative Allies such as Americans for 

Tax Reform built support for dental 

therapists in NM Senate

Impact on Work: 

• Assisted with conservative NM state 

senators and conservative think tanks

Future Impact on Work: 

• Will pave way to getting of ATR in KS

• Allows us to incorporate into outreach with 

conservative legislators and groups

Coalition Development
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NM One-pager on Economic Impact





Increased Interest Across the Country
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Thank You

CONTACT:

DAVID JORDAN

DENTAL ACCESS PROJECT DIRECTOR

617-275-2817 

djordan@communitycatalyst.org



VT Fact sheet re: Opposition Myths


